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In the ancient world 666 is the number of Godhead. The ancients used to use 666 under a
pentagram the symbol of the five elements and the serpent God to show this. They stated this
was simple numerology just the 6 repeating three times on its own.
Note in Sanskrit, SAT is the sixth letter:

Sat fully and properly spelled out in Sanskrit is Satanama. The six is the number of creation in
the ancient world its the union of the electric and magnetic elements of male and female, Yin
and Yang into all creation. SATANAMA is the five elements of creation.
S N are male elements and T M are the female elements that of Fire and Air are male and Earth
and Water are female. The A is neuter the Ather of which the male and female elements
manifest out and are part as physical reality forms the A is placed with all four other element
letter to give them power to generate. This relates to the number six which is the union of the
male and female aspects into one form that of the universe. Our word "sex" comes from the
Latin word for Six which is Sex. The union of male and female.
666 is just expressing the letter 6 which is Satanama. The Pentagram they place with the 6
shows the five elements which are SATANAMA and how they relate to the 666. The Pentagram
is the symbol of Venus the serpent God and the planet makes this symbol of its orbit and it
rotates to the left. All of these are symbols of the serpent energy.
SATANAMA is the name of God in the original language of Sanskrit.
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